Launches Kenyon Response™ Incident Data Management Software
for Emergency and Disaster Management
(Houston, Texas, September 12, 2011)
Kenyon International Emergency
Services, Inc., the world’s largest disaster management company, today announces the
release of Kenyon Response™Incident Data Management Software designed to assist
emergency professionals to manage the aftermath of a major catastrophe.
When a disaster happens, emergency response professionals must have access to
accurate information quickly to manage the emergency. Critical data collection systems
must be in place to help the emergency manager and incident director determine how
many lives have been lost, numbers of people injured, information to locate missing
persons and other vital statistics.
Kenyon Response™ has the capabilities to manage data flow from all aspects of the
incident, including information compiled from the Family Assistance Center (FAC),
Search and Recovery teams, Missing Persons and Morgue Operations, through the
processes of Identification, Release of Deceased to loved ones, Repatriation, Personal
Effects Management, Media Relations, and Claims.
“Kenyon Response™ is not the typical kind of software that emergency managers or
incident managers are used to,” said Robert A. Jensen, CEO of Kenyon International
Emergency Services, Inc. “Most emergency response professionals are familiar with
software programs that are focused specific functions during a disaster, for example call
center management, resource management or message exchange. Based upon our
experience in managing hundreds of disasters across the globe, including commercial
air crashes, train accidents, bombings and included natural disasters, we designed
Kenyon Response™ to combine call center management, resource management,
message exchange and other management tools that allows key emergency
management personnel to have access to information to manage the emergency in real
time, especially when it comes to the disposition of injured or missing persons and
identifying deceased individuals to be returned to their loved ones.”
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Kenyon Response™ features key administrative function that gives emergency
response professionals the capability to manage all aspects of a disaster
including:
o Incident Management Dashboard
o Incident Data Management
o Inquiry Center Management
o Media Inquiry Management
o Persons Directly Affected and Contact Management
o Human Remains Management
o Communications Management
o Reports for Analysis

About Kenyon International
Kenyon is an international leader in worldwide disaster management, providing pre-incident
crisis planning and post-emergency response services on behalf of the world’s foremost
companies. Privately owned, Kenyon remains the only firm in its business with a hundred
year history, comprehensive resources, and experience in every type of mass fatality
accident including aviation disasters, natural disaster, war and terror attacks. Headquartered
in Houston, Texas, it has offices and facilities in Sydney, Australia, London, UK, and Beirut,
Lebanon.
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